
Affinity Gallery bids farewell to Manager and Curator,
Moni Aisida

Dear Friends & Members of Affinity Gallery,

Affinity Gallery is bidding farewell to Manger & Curator Moni Aisida. It’s a bittersweet moment for us; we’re very
sad to see her go after two years of dedicated service, but we’re excited to cheer her on as she looks to conquer
new challenges.

Moni has led the gallery through two years of collaboration, exhibitions and international fairs prioritising
building relationships with artists and being in-conversation as the work develops. The nurturing and
collaborative energy she brings led to impactful and memorable exhibitions.

In addition to her curatorial role, Moni has been an exceptional leader and helmed the gallery through an
important time when we had to execute the gallery’s vision, mission and community building . Moni’s warmth
radiated through the gallery, and the literal cosiness she created in our space will be a tender reminder of her
care and tenure here at Affinity. 

Moni has the following message to share with all of you:   

"My experience at Affinity has been one I will always cherish. I am thankful for the opportunities to expand my
knowledge and build deeper connections within the art community with the help of the most amazing team whom
I will miss. I remain assured that they will continue the wonderful work they have started as I look ahead to
conquer new challenges."  

Affinity Gallery is restructuring the role of Manager/Curator. Throughout this time the gallery will remain open
and our operations will continue as normal, We’ll be sharing announcements soon. 

On behalf of the Board and Affinity, we want to thank Moni for her professionalism,  dedication and care to the
gallery. She will be very missed, and we wish her the very best in her future endeavors. 



About Affinity Gallery

Affinity Gallery is a contemporary gallery located in Lagos, Nigeria. We curate a vibrant art
program that represents emerging artists from Africa and the diaspora. Founded in 2020, we
offer collectors, museums, and foundations unique access to an incredible selection of
contemporary artists through curated exhibitions, art fairs, and an exciting educational
program.

Affinity Art Gallery is deeply committed to supporting and providing a platform for female
artists working across different mediums to explore their creative ideas and present projects
without boundaries. The gallery is committed to playing a supporting role in accelerating the
artistic trajectory of our artists on the global stage. Our purpose is to educate and communicate
the rich cultural heritage of Africa and inspire the next generation of Africans.

Visitor Information

Opening times: Tuesday – Saturday, 11am – 6pm
Sunday on appointments only.
Affinity Gallery, 
Office Unit 2, 1-7 Muri Okunola street, Victoria Island, Lagos, Nigeria 
T + 234 (0) 80 97 90 7705 | E contact@galleryaffinity.com | W www.galleryaffinity.com
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